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JUNCTION OF QUARTZ WITH METAL

/Following is a translation of at erticls, by L. V. Nikolayev*
'9cientific-Research Radiophysics institute under the GGU, in
the Russian-'larguage periodical Prbr ehiaEkie rim-
ta- (Instruments and ExperimentalJ Xochna.4ues)7 No0. 5v S. ptember
October 1962, pages 174-176. Received 26 October 19 6 1 jL

The author demonstrates the possibility of obtaining a streaset
juntion of quartz with metal for manufacturing waveguide windows for

ultrahigh frequency (UJHF) devices. Welds of such a type are vacuum-
:ealed and have high thermomechanical strength.

The need for developing electrovacuu- devices in the UHF rang.

involving high capacities raises a number of problems requiring en-

anentially a solution de rxv Specifically, such a problem is the
preparation of HP coaxial and especially waveguide outputs. The lead-
out, consisting of a metal clamp with a dielectric fastened in it,

comprises a part of the tube's casing, therefore the requirements of
vacuum-tightness and heat strength are placed on this leadout.

Until recently the main dielectric materials being used for tIh

manufacture of waveguide windows were glass, ceramics, mica and syn-
thetic sapphire. In proportion to the rise in the output capacities
of the UHF devices, there appeared the acute need for power leadouta
havin~g higher dielectric and thermomechanical properties. If we com-
pare the properties of the various materials presented in the table,
it is evident that, in the sum of its electi.omoechanical properties,
quartz is almost an ideal material for making high capacity leadouts
in 'UHP devices. Having a working temperature of around 15000,t slight-
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].y inferior in this respect only to the working 1,3. ereature of sap

phire and, high-alumina ceramics, it surpasses tbem in its electrical

properties. Quartz has a small tangent of loss angle and, a low diel-

ectric constant. At the same time, it has excellent heat strength,

not comparable with that of othor materials.

The ever-increasing interest being wianifested in quartz as a.

material for wiadows serving as power leadouts also givec; evidence

that this is one of the best materials which will be used for this

purpose. Thus in~ recent timies, several rep(,rts have been published

on the successful use of quartz in Ihe J*-J'rxs of UH1F devices. The

authors of the report.s Li - ~.epCW l4y ]>--)it out the entire diffi-

culty in developing such junctions of qu~krtz ithmetal lies in the

exceedingly low linear coefficient of thermal expansion of quartz,

and this prevents one from choosing any mets'- or alloy with -the same

coefficient so as to exclude the origination .*.f stresses in the junc-

tion during the temperature effects,

All known designs o1' waveguide power outputs, be they made of

glass or of any othor material, are made on the bae;is of the princi-

ple of a close selection of materials according Vo the coefficient of

thermal expansion (c.t.e.), which for practical reasons can not be

done for quartz. Therefore the authors of various juziction3 of quartz

with metal resort to all possible technological Hchemes in order to

avoid the origination of stresses in the window material in the fin-

ished junction comprising, some unit of the device. Without going into

a detailed discussion of the processes transpiring during -temperature

effects on windows of any given type, it is worth noting that if ye

talce a dielectric and a metal, into which it 43 built, with a c.tse.

differing considerably from the c.t.e. of thr dielectric, then the

latter, being incorporated in the metal at a high temperature, under-

goes a compression force at practically any lower temperature.

This circumstance was set at the basis of making the proposed

quartz windows in the form of stressed juncticas of quartz and metal.

The development of a window where the quartz would always be in a

constantly compressed state, is possible owing to the fact that quart7
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having a compressive strength of around 16,000 -2'0,000 kilograms per

;9quare centimeter, is capable of sustaining trermindons loads, provi4-

.nd that they are distributed uniformly. In the course of the experi-

mnents on the junction of quartzitic plates into metal, we established

that quartz, constituting silicon oxiele _.n chemicu.1 compcsition, sim-

Clarly to other oxidu materiale, for instance ceramicsp sapphires etc

-:-an be wetted with a solder in -the presence of active metals, such as
titanium and zirconim. Thus, in all cases ,he 3ealing of the quartz

pa.Ite in the clamp's metal was accomplished by soldering it with the
ai of active metals, in a way similar to vl)-'A ;.zsed in the productior

of, metal-titanium jun,:tircns or metal-ceramic junctions with the addi-

ti:~ons of' active r,!Gtais tLo the !?'Qier.

- Figure 1. Schematic drawing of junction of quartz

with metal (window).

Both round and rectangular windows were made. Melted quartz

vrti~s used in making them. Ve must note that success could not be at-

triiind in Joining cry-.taltine quartz with metal- this is evidently

c::rnected with the anisotropicity of tho! crystalline qiuartz's proper.

Ll.es. The dimensions of the round windows ranged from 4 to 30 milli-

m,:,ters. The maximum size of a window was predetermined by the dimen-

,..ons of the availuhie quartz and evidentiy there is not a limit to

Iemaking of such a type of windcws. The roctangular windows were

m,:iAe i~n two sizes: 3 X 7 mm2anc0X 3 2, however otter variant;
ar~e possible. The corners of the rectangular winaows were rounded.

'::e thickness of the quartz plates ranged from 0.2 to 2 millimeters,

depending on the window's size. A coaxial tyoof junction was also

mii~le. The design of' the windows and of the coaxial junction is shown

in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the junction of

quartz with metal (coaxial).

The machining of the quartz, the preparation of the billets,

and the cutting of plates with the required tl-;ickness and shape were

accomplished on an ultrasonic lathe. The quartz plates were ground

and reduced to the needed thickness in an iron nhuok with the use of

abrasive powders. After processing, the quartz plates should be free
of scratches and cracks. The plates' surface contacting the clamp wa

left 6ull so as to assure the best wetting with the solder. The re-

maining surface of the plates can be polished. In one case titanium

and in another, kovar (fernico) was used as the metal for the clamp

-- where the quartz was attached, As was indicated above, in both cases

the quartz plate was joined with a metal solder with the aid of an a

tive metal, namely titanium. Other than degreasing, no other prepara-
tion of the metals' surface prior to soldering is needed. In the firs

case, we used as a reactive metal the clamp itself, and in the second
case, titanium in the form of a hydridewas added to the solder (a
copper-silver eutectxc flCP-72, amounting to 8 - 10% of the weight

proportions. As was established, the quali*y of the junction and its

roliability depend on the clearance between the clamp and lt&quartz

plate. Before the soldering, it should correipond to a sliding fit
with reference to techniques requiring the second class of precision.

A strict proportioning of the solder is needed. The amount of solder

is determined by trial-and-error and depends on the size of window

and the thickness of the plate being soldered-in. Before soldering,

we carefully degreased the parts in gas and then in alcohol. The bra-

zing vas done in a vacuum furnace at 8000C and with a vacuum of at

least 2 . 10-5 mm merc col. The junction was set horizontally in the
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furnace; tlhe soldcr, huvin!., the formi of' ui e, :,,an iriscrted as a ring.
Thei vacuur furnace'e. dJeign pova~it~ed the dirE- t ch!) crvatiun of tho
bruziuig jproess, thus maklnZ pfissible ai visu , I determination of the
J un t, inn read inoss

The rinished junctions A.~rc choeck .- forj V~C-jjf z-al Anid hoat
itronc-lh. FPirst of allI, the2 junctions were tecstod ror vaum seal In
a 1 T I1-4. We tlien checked for vacuumar t-ir.Ines-; with a itglass cylinder

rwxipod to a high VaCUU'M (4~ :iu rtz --. ndov had~ b(,cen bi ilt .ito this
c~ inertlhrough a 1hov.ar junction) in. tlurn, thc, vl:s linder was

conn-ectad .ith a pressure tuhe. .a:-1''i: ~v a~e and pumped
oaut at u vaouun, ft a i. The vacuum developled in t ': .'l inlc-r ailtev

i .procesini'.;, di s,:onritction -7r,,; the'~~~in .rtc .

3 * 7 rAn (if morc col. Uter two Yronthrs iad ei.l~s'i, nio etangO Wds'
noted in the prce .rv in~ idr, C'.ide~lr. Tu tee i rig for hortmzl

shock, tho junotions- were hertted in a. r'nf'fe furnace to 600)00C and
dropped into water. \o 1e~~were ctetocted cvrii alfter 11 - 20 such
reatments. Tn in i-1 ectrnnic davier., dju!ri -ii :,. -age or' high frequency

-energy current through the vindow, itp firin7' iue to losses in the
quurtz i.-, pomtible. This was !-vjnulu.ted byr a. t'-s in which a qnarts.
windouw, Pollered into metul, ws hontcd by at. pointed flame f'rom. a gas
biirrnor if) 600 - 700 C ard th~nn droppeA intn v.;ttc'r. Aft or ettjh rigor-
DU~t tesi!, thc junctions still kept their vcitm tightness.

The sticcossf'ul 1 'rodictien of' u vacuum-t ight, junction of' t1tiatzg
with metal, having high thermomochani,7al. 1ropertives, furniislos a ba-
sis fo~r hoping that similar quartz windows will f'ind extensive use
both in the manufacture or ultrahigh frequency i.'-trurrients us well as
in other cases.
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